Press Release
Probikeshop uses Reflex WMS to optimize its e-commerce logistics
France and Southern Europe's leading online retailer of bikes, parts and cycling equipment has
chosen Hardis Group’s warehouse management software (WMS) to efficiently manage its elogistics processes and support its growth.
Grenoble, March 16, 2018 – Hardis Group, a consulting firm, digital services company and
independent software vendor, has been helping specialist online retailer of bikes and cycling
equipment Probikeshop to optimize its e-logistics operations since 2011. Deploying Reflex WMS,
hosted in Hardis Group's private cloud, has brought improvements to numerous processes. The
software is easy to learn, making it particularly suited to this highly seasonal business which
requires temporary staff to handle peaks.
A robust and scalable WMS to support growth
Probikeshop, France and Southern Europe's leading online retailer of bikes, parts and cycling
equipment, sells over 55,000 products on its e-commerce site. It picks orders received from all
over Europe in its single 30,000m2 warehouse in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes in France. It employs 170
people, increasing to 220 in high season (from May to September), during sales and for Black
Friday.
In 2011, when reinternalizing its logistics on a 9,000m2 site, Probikeshop started to look for
scalable warehouse management software that could support its growth (50% to 70% a year from
2005 to 2015). After consulting several software vendors, it chose Reflex WMS. Integrating all the
expected features to manage e-commerce flows as standard and capable of managing an
extensive portfolio of products (30,000 products at the time), the solution also impressed
Probikeshop teams with its user-friendliness. “We needed a solution that temporary workers could
quickly learn how to use when supporting our teams at peak times,” says David Pasqualon, method
manager and project manager at Probikeshop. The solution was rolled out within a few months.
A new warehouse and migration to the Hardis Group private cloud
At the end of 2015, Probikeshop logistics teams chose Hardis Group again when it came to moving
the logistics platform to the current site, which was three times larger. “We were pleased with the
regular updates made to the WMS and the support from Hardis Group teams,” says David
Pasqualon. With Hardis Group’s help, it took just four months to configure and deploy Reflex WMS
in the new warehouse. The solution has improved numerous logistics processes: automatic
identification and calculation of storage locations (up to 80,000 parts received per week), multiorder collection and sorting (up to 7,000 packages a day at peak times), real-time perpetual
inventory, etc. “What makes us different is that our website only displays products which are in
stock. This means that we need to quickly restock to avoid losing e-commerce sales. Real-time
perpetual inventory also makes our stock levels more accurate without any hold-ups,” explains
David Pasqualon.
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In 2016, the company hosting Reflex WMS was no longer providing satisfaction in terms of quality
of service, prompting Probikeshop to move to the Hardis Group private cloud. “We now have a
single contact reaching far beyond hosting as Hardis Group's ongoing monitoring means it can
anticipate any problems or performance dips that could affect our logistics performance,” adds
David Pasqualon.
Over the coming months, Probikeshop teams will work with Hardis Group teams on upstream
order scheduling. The aim is to analyze and group orders according to their characteristics
(textiles, small parts, complete cycles, etc.) in order to adapt picking, sorting and packaging
methods and systems according to these criteria.
Watch the video about this deployment: https://youtu.be/Uaq3vhH1ykE
About Hardis Group

Hardis Group, a consulting firm, digital services company and independent software vendor, is
committed to accelerating the transformation of its clients’ value chains, information systems and
supply chain.
Its teams support the strategic, organizational and technological transformations of companies in
order to increase their competitive edge. They design, develop and integrate differentiating
solutions, capitalizing on the most innovative technologies (cloud, platforming, artificial
intelligence, IoT, robotics, etc.). Hardis Group’s Reflex software suite and Eyesee inventory drone
enable international companies to meet the challenges of efficient logistics operations in
warehouses, factories and stores all over the world.
Remaining independent since its creation in 1984, Hardis Group cultivates the spirit of initiative,
the creativity and talent development of its 1,000 employees to sustain its growth, and the longterm trust of its 2,500 clients. Hardis Group achieved a turnover of 99.1 million euros in 2017. It
has offices in Grenoble (head office), Paris, Lyon, Lille, Nantes, Bordeaux, Geneva and Madrid.
www.hardis-group.com
reflex-logistics.com
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